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Introduction

T
HE structure of the laminar, time-dependent boundary layer associated with an oscillating velocity ow eld in cylindrical chambers including steady sidewall injection plays an important role in combustion stability assessments in solid rocket motors.
1 -3 Recent numerical solutions, 4 -8 cold-ow experiments, 9, 10 and theoretical analyses 11, 16 have contributed to the general understanding of the boundary-layer character, which is a constant companion of the velocity eld. Traditionally, in combustion stability predictions, the oscillatory velocity is assumed to be irrotational and inviscid with an associated quasisteady boundary layer that is con ned to a thin viscous region near the transpiring surface. Computational predictions of the velocity eld by Roach et al., 4 and Vuillot and Avalon, 5 and Vuillot, 6 and cold-ow tests by Brown et al., 10 have shown that the rotational region in such ows, sometimes referred to as the acoustic boundary layer, is actually distributed over a signi cant portion of the chamber radius. Recent analytical and numerical predictions of the transient evolution of the velocity eld prescribed by harmonic endwall 11 and sidewall 12 disturbances have also indicated the important role played by the rotational component of the time-dependent velocity. Flandro, 13 -16 using analytical means, attempted several approaches to solve this problem. His rst approach used viscosity to explain the damping of shear waves generated at the porous surface.
13, 14 To attain a solution, the axial convection of vorticity had to be sacri ced in the momentum equation. The radial convection of vorticity also had to be approximated. In his second approach, the axial convection of vorticity was included while viscous terms were neglected. 15 In his third approach, all of the important terms in the momentum equation were included to attain a solution using regular perturbations. 16 Since analytical approaches are always attractive in their ability to provide a deeper level of understanding and a detailed physical interpretation of the phenomena at hand, one of the goals of this article is to establish a simple analytic expression for the time-dependent velocity and to clarify the dependence of the oscillatory boundary-layer structure on the various control parameters. Another goal will be to show that a multiplescales perturbation approach can be successful in treating the resulting momentum equation governing the oscillatory oweld. A viscous and rotational model requiring satisfaction of the no-slip boundary condition at the sidewall and the symmetry condition at the centerline will be adopted here, reminiscent of the earlier approach used by Flandro. 13,14 A multiplescales perturbation technique that uses the proper variable transformations will be applied to the unsteady, viscous, rotational momentum equation to extract a closed-form expression for the unsteady velocity. This multiple-scales solution will be found to be in fair agreement with recent experimental data by Shaeffer and Brown, 10 Flandro's near-wall solution, 14 and, to a certain extent, with the more recent results by Flandro. 15, 16 It predicts a maximum velocity overshoot of twice the acoustic wave amplitude in the vicinity of the wall (otherwise known as the Richardson effect, 17 which is a characteristic of oscillating ows), and it yields an exact expression for the phase angle between velocity and pressure at the wall. Another ascertainment is that of a single similarity parameter, which we have termed the penetration number, which controls the depth of the rotational region. In addition to the added knowledge that this number furnishes, it allows signi cant simplications to be made in the expressions for existing models. While the penetration number controls the shape and size of the outer boundary-layer envelope, the Strouhal number will be found to be the agent in control of the rotational wavelength in the radial direction.
Analysis
Following the usual assumptions used in unsteady internal ow eld modeling and combustion instability, 1 the total velocity is separated into two parts, u = MbU 1 u (1) : 1) a steady, mean ow component (M b U) that is well modeled by the Culick pro le, 18 and 2) an unsteady velocity eld that is small in amplitude by comparison to the steady Culick pro le. 18 It is this unsteady velocity eld that we propose to investigate here.
Fundamental Equations
The rst-order unsteady motion is governed by the viscous momentum balance equation 13, 15 : (1) 
The total unsteady velocity vector can be broken up into acoustic, irrotational, and so-called vortical, 1 rotational parts
where the acoustic part is obtained from the plane wave solution. 1 After splitting the velocities into rotational and irrotational components, the governing equation for the rotational velocity can be isolated:
Since the time-dependent radial velocity has been shown to be negligible, 1,4 -6,13 -16 both analytically and numerically, the unsteady axial component of the equation will be the focus here.
Time-Dependent Viscous Boundary-Layer Equation
The present analysis then begins with the equation governing the axial rotational velocity derived rst by Flandro, 13, 14 where he used the assumption that the axial dependence is of the same order as the Mach number [Eq. (32) in Ref. 14] . Keeping the viscous term and using cylindrical coordinates, the axial component of Eq. (3) becomes
By retaining the viscous term in Eq. (4), the partial differential equation (PDE) is of second order, making it possible to satisfy both the sidewall no-slip condition and the centerline symmetry.
Using the forcing frequency time scale, time is rescaled so that Eq. (4) can be written in an alternative form
Equation (5) is linear; however, the convective term has a variable coef cient, U r , which vanishes at the centerline. Closedform analytical solutions to the previous equation appear to be possible only when Culick's 18 radial velocity component is approximated by a constant near the injection surface.
13, 14 For Ur = 21, Flandro 14 derived a useful closed-form analytical solution that agrees very well near the surface with the numerical solution to the same equation using the exact radial velocity Ur. This solution is very helpful in analyzing the internal oweld and, subsequently, the accompanying boundary-layer structure. Because of the approximation, this analytical solution is limited to a small range of physical parameters. As a rule of thumb, Flandro's 14 near-wall viscous solution will match the numerical solution to the same governing equation (with the exact Culick 18 velocity pro le) as long as the penetration depth is less than about 45% of the chamber radius. For a larger boundary-layer thickness, the solution deteriorates rapidly. Descriptively, Flandro and Roach 1 and Flandro 14, 15 state that this solution is valid only for suf ciently high frequencies or for low injection Mach numbers. As will be shown later, the limit of validity of Flandro's 14 solution will depend on a single parameter Sp, which will have to be smaller than 0.1 for the results to be accurate. This parameter, which controls the penetration depth of rotational waves, groups the dimensional blowing speed, circular frequency, kinematic viscosity, and chamber radius in the form 3 3 2 2 3 2
It can be clearly seen that either a lower injection Mach number or a higher frequency can lead to a lower Sp. This coincides precisely with Flandro's 14 statement.
Improved Viscous Solution
Following Flandro's suggestion, 14 a closed-form perturbation solution that is applicable to a wider range of physical parameters can be obtained by using the exact Culick velocity pro le U r . 18 Since the highest derivative in Eq. (4) is multiplied by a small term d 2 , the methods of singular perturbation theory seem appropriate. It can be demonstrated that well-known perturbation techniques, with the exception of multiple scales, will fail to yield a uniformly valid solution in this case because the equation is singular at the centerline. In multiple scales, the rst step will be to nd the correct local coordinate transformations that can be associated with the particular phenomena that dominate in a speci c region of interest. In this problem, inertia and advection will dominate near the wall. Away from the wall, advection will become less signi cant since the radial velocity will become increasingly small.
Characteristic Scales
Since the solutions are periodic, time can be separated by introducing complex variables. By so doing, the parabolic PDE becomes a second-order ordinary differential equation (ODE) with complex variables. For
Equation (5) becomes the second-order governing ODE:
Inertia Advection Viscous Dissipation
External Scale
Near the wall, unsteady inertia and mean ow advection dominate when the speed of injection is larger than the speed of diffusion of shear waves. Viscous effects are still present, but their role is secondary. As a consequence of the injection, unsteady vorticity is generated at the wall. In an annulus near the wall of characteristic thickness (1 2 r), changes in the oscillating velocity are periodic, with almost constant amplitude. To obtain a balance between the dominant forces, a macroscopic spatial length scale must be used to account for these effects. Instead of stretching the spatial coordinate near the wall as done customarily in the inner region of steady boundary layers (where the velocity amplitude changes rapidly), a compression of the scale is required here since the oscillatory amplitude decays slowly near the wall where the effect of blowing is appreciable. In contracting the spatial dimension, a transformation of the independent variable is needed. Introducing the near-wall transformation variable r1 = «(1 2 r), a balance between unsteady inertia and advection is achieved from Eq. (9) 2 2
which explains the large observed velocity gradient of 2(St) near the wall, since obtaining a balance between the rst two terms in Eq. (10) requires that
Physically, this result can be translated into the fact that the steepness of propagating velocity waves will be dependent upon St.
Internal Scale
Moving away from the wall, unsteady inertia and viscous stresses will be in balance when radial advection becomes sufciently weak. Blowing effects in this narrow region become secondary since the steady radial component of injection becomes small. The amplitude of the unsteady rotational velocity exhibits an exponential decay that will happen faster at higher viscosities. Viscous stresses exert forces that tend to damp out the amplitude of the oscillations. To obtain a balance between viscous stresses and unsteady inertia, a microscopic spatial length scale must be carefully chosen. Since the rate of exponential decay of the unsteady rotational velocity amplitude increases toward the centerline, an expansion of the region is required to account for rapid spatial changes in amplitude. Instead of compressing the spatial coordinate as done near the wall, a stretching or magni cation of the scale is required here. The inner edge of this region will correspond to the point where the rotational wave amplitude becomes vanishingly small. Beyond that point, the unsteady ow may be considered to be irrotational. Because of the injection at the wall, the traditionally thin and highly viscous region, which usually occurs at the wall in no-injection ow elds, is blown off the wall toward the centerline. Under such circumstances, the thin viscous layer becomes a free shear layer separating the highly rotational ow from the irrotational ow. This phenomenon is very similar to the Blowhard problem that was well described by Cole and Aroesty. 19 This region is also analogous to what is generally considered to be the thin inner region in steady boundary layers where the velocity pro le changes in a relatively short distance to match the outer ow eld, which, in this case, will correspond to the inviscid and irrotational acoustic velocity component. In our problem, the penetration depth, which is de ned as the distance from the wall to the inner edge of the viscous zone, will be a measure of the rotational eld thickness. In stretching the radial coordinate in the inner region, a parameter transformation of the independent variable is sought. Introducing the centerline scale r 1 = (r n /«), or its inverse («r which shows that the inertial and viscous force terms will be of the same order of magnitude in this thin shear layer (where Ur vanishes) when « 122/n = 1 or n = 2. Note that there is a transitional eld between the inner and near-wall regions. When Ur is not negligible, a value of n = 1 in Eq. (12) will characterize this transitional zone.
Composite Scales
Nonunique composite scales that are valid in the entire region extending from the centerline to the wall can be constructed. By using r1 = «(1 2 r)/r n , with 1 # n # 2 (n being a scale stretching coef cient), the compressed scale «(1 2 r) near the wall will result (in the vicinity of r = 1), and the magni ed scale «/r n will result as the centerline is approached. This composite scale leads to a closed-form expression that agrees with the numerical solution in the entire range of the independent variable with a margin of uncertainty that is smaller than that associated with the mathematical model itself.
Perturbation Methods
Equation (9) , that we propose to solve using perturbation techniques, contains a turning point at the centerline (where the advection term vanishes), and a region of nonuniformity in its vicinity. The boundary conditions can be translated as ū(r = 1) = 21 (no slip condition) (13) dū
The solution type is oscillatory with decaying amplitudes, exhibiting large localized velocity gradients at the extrema. Since Eq. (9) is singular, no single asymptotic expansion will be uniformly valid throughout the entire eld of interest. 20 The classical techniques of regular perturbation become invalid for such a singular problem. Methods of strained coordinates are not capable of yielding uniformly valid expansions either, in cases in which sharp changes in the dependent variable (velocity) take place in some domain of the independent variable. 21 To obtain uniformly valid expansions, it must be recognized that the sharp changes are characterized by modi ed scales that are different from the scales characterizing the behavior of the dependent variable outside the sharp-change region. The solution will have to be sought separately in the different regions of the domain, and a composite solution will have to be constructed such as to match the individual solutions in their respective elds. For singular problems with a region of nonuniformity, coincidentally referred to as a boundary-layer region, a matched asymptotic expansion procedure is generally used to relate the expansions in the scale-dependent regions. Unfortunately, the matched asymptotic expansion procedure cannot be used on Eq. (9), since it violates the conditions of existence of a unique solution. Using mathematical conditions stated by Nayfeh, 21 for a second-order ODE with the smallest term « multiplying the highest derivative, a matched asymptotic procedure will be successful for this problem if one of the conditions given next is met
It is clear that neither condition is satis ed here. The method of multiple scales appears to be the major technique remaining.
The solution can be written using a two-term perturbation: (1 2 r)r , composite scale
Using the chain rule for differentiation, transforming Eq. (9) from a function of a single variable r into a PDE dependent on the two scales r0 and r1, substituting Eq. (16), the perturbed two-term approximation for ū into the resulting PDE, rearranging and collecting terms of order « 0 and « 1 , two rst-order coupled PDEs result 
where the inviscid and viscous terms are
Here, F(r) determines the propagation speed of the shear wave, being the phase angle of the rotational axial velocity component with respect to the acoustic counterpart at a xed value of r. On the other hand, j(r), representing the rate of viscous damping, controls the thickness of the outer wave envelope. Hence, it controls the thickness of the boundary layer. The penetration depth, de ned by determining the radial position at which the rotational wave amplitude decays to 1% of the acoustical amplitude, will only depend on one parameter Rea/St 3 , or the penetration number Sp. When measured from the solid wall, the penetration depth can be found from yp = 1 2 rp, where rp is the root to 3 3 2
Practical Rocket Range of Physical Parameters
In combustion instability, variations exist in physical parameters and sizing, ranging from cold-ow experiments with low kinematic viscosity to rockets with high temperatures and pressures. Based on cases exhibiting intermediate to low-frequency instability, Table 1 is adapted from Ref. 22 to de ne the range (min, max) of key parameters.
Unsteady Axial Velocity and Penetration Depth
For the unsteady axial velocity, the solution assumes in (1) u z the form 1,14 of Eq. (22) given earlier.
Simpli ed Version of Flandro's Analytic Solution
Flandro's solution 14 is restated here to point out its usefulness and reformulate it in a more compact form that is a result of expressing it in terms of Sp. The simpli cation takes advantage of the fact that Re a , being the square of the ratio of the tube radius to the Stokes-layer thickness, is a large number, exceeding 10 4 in practice:
from which the boundary-layer thickness can be derived 
Ï
This solution is valid when S p # 0.1, corresponding to a penetration depth that does not exceed 0.46R. Equation (22), when simpli ed, can be used to retrieve valuable information about the unsteady velocity amplitude, wavelength, and phase lag with respect to pressure:
z Equation (30) shows that S p controls the thickness and St, the wavelength of . Both control the phase of the velocity rel- (1) u z ative to the acoustic pressure. lutions. 1, 5, 6 Near the centerline where the acoustic velocity is the only nonzero component, b will be 290 deg.
Near-Wall Solution
21 3 3s(r) = 1 2 r, h = 2(1 2 r), j = 2S r (1 2 r)csc u (31) p 2 2 2 F (r) = (St /Re )[r(1 2 r)csc u (2 2 pr cot u)](32)y > Y(1 1 Y 1 4Y ) > Y(1 1 3Y )(33)s(r) = r , h = 2(r/2), j = 2S [(r csc u 2 1)/2] (34) p 2 2 2 2 F (r) = (St /2Re )[r csc u(2 2 pr cot u) 2 2](35)
Numerical Solution
Equation (4) can be solved numerically. Being a highly stiff equation, superposition will be required in addition to a shooting procedure that starts at the wall, and integrates back to the centerline. A family of curves can be generated that depends on two controlling dynamic parameters, St and Re a . This family of curves collapses into a single line (see Figs. 2 and 3) when S p is used as the independent variable. This dependence on Sp becomes even stronger at higher Rea (when « ® 0). Figure 4 shows clearly that Flandro's viscous solution 14 matches the numeric solution in the bottom half of the domain. Figure 5 shows the validity of multiple-scales solutions in their regions of applicability. Note the accuracy of the internal and Figure 6 shows that the agreement between Flandro's viscous solution 14 and the simpli ed solution (30) is dramatic. Figure 7 shows a fair agreement between existing models at the axial midpoint. Figures 8 and 9 show a good agreement with experimental data near the chamber fore-end. In every case, the depth of the rotational region is slightly overpredicted by models that do not incorporate either the axial convection of unsteady vorticity by the mean ow or the viscous effects. Figure 10 shows a disagreement between existing models and Flandro's inviscid solution 15 when approaching the aft end of the chamber. It appears that both the axial dependence and viscous effects are important to achieve an accurate description of the boundary-layer structure.
Analytic and Numeric Penetration Depth Solutions
Unsteady Velocity Pro les
Conclusions
The classical concepts of boundary-layer theory regarding inner, near-wall and outer, external regions are not applicable for the case of an oscillating ow over a transpiring surface. Near the wall, a thick highly rotational layer is established near the solid boundary when hard blowing persists because of vorticity production and convection. The thin layer where viscous friction is important is blown off the wall to form a free shear layer (that cannot be localized), separating rotational and irrotational ow elds. The penetration depth, or acoustic boundary-layer thickness, is a measure of the region where rotational effects are important. It is function of a similarity parameter that is proportional to the cube of the injection speed, inversely proportional to the square of the frequency, and inversely proportional to the viscosity and chamber effective radius. This dependence is in total agreement with empirical observations as well as numerical analyses. Accordingly, the role of viscosity is to attenuate the amplitude of propagating shear waves and to shorten, rather than extend, the penetration depth. The role of intrinsic or imposed frequency of oscillations is similar to viscosity, only more important. Quadrupling the viscosity requires half the frequency for the same pro le thickness when all other parameters are held constant. Higher acoustic modes (and therefore oscillation frequencies) in the chamber will lead, naturally, to smaller penetration depths. The role of the Strouhal number as the controlling parameter for the vorticalto-acoustical phase angle has again been demonstrated. The scaling analysis clearly shows that increasing the Strouhal number will steepen the rotational wave crest and reduce its spatial wavelength. Pertinent to this type of asymptotic expansion problems, the method of multiple scales appears to be a powerful tool in extracting analytic solutions. It appears that neglecting the axial dependence is a good approximation only near the chamber head-end. Inclusion of the axial convection of vorticity is needed for a more accurate solution. Finally, the phenomena of importance in the rotational time-dependent momentum equation have been identi ed to be 1) unsteady inertia, 2) radial convection of unsteady vorticity by Culick's radial velocity component, 3) viscous diffusion of vorticity, and 4) axial convection of vorticity caused by downstream convection by Culick's axial velocity component. Since the present analysis did not include the latter term, it is hoped that a more complete solution based on the perturbation approach outlined here can be achieved including the axial dependence.
